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Abstract

Our work addresses the problem of placement of threads, or virtual cores, onto physical cores in a multicore NUMA system. Different placements result in varying degrees of contention for shared resources, so choosing the right placement can have a large effect on performance. Prior work has studied this problem, but either addressed hardware with specific properties, leaving us unable to generalize the models to other systems, or modeled much simpler effects than the actual performance in different placements.

Our contribution is a general framework for reasoning about workload placement on machines with shared resources. It enables us to build an accurate performance model for any machine with a hierarchy of known shared resources automatically, with only minimal input from the user. Using our methodology, data center operators can minimize the number of NUMA (CPU+memory) nodes allocated for an application or a service, while ensuring that it meets performance objectives.

1 Introduction

We address the problem of placing a virtual container on a multicore NUMA system. Hardware resources allocated to a container determine how well it performs and how much energy it consumes. Roughly speaking, there are two decisions affecting which hardware resources are allocated to a container. First, the user decides how many cores, memory and perhaps other resources the container requires. Second, the system software decides, when launching the container, how to map the container’s virtual cores onto physical cores. Our work proposes a solution for automatically making this second decision.

The placement of virtual cores onto physical cores can have a large and unpredictable effect on performance. Consider the following experiment, where we use MongoDB’s WiredTiger key-value store [3] running a B-tree search using 16 threads. We run this application in a lxc container on an Intel NUMA system and on an AMD NUMA system (Fig. 2 provides their overview). Suppose our goal is to maximize the throughput. How should we place this container? Assuming that each virtual core gets its own physical core, how do we place virtual cores onto NUMA nodes? Do we squeeze them onto as few nodes as possible?, do we spread them evenly across all nodes?, or do we use a middle ground?

As Fig. 1 shows the right answer can vary greatly from one system to the next. On the Intel system, the application performs significantly better when all of its threads run on a single node. On the AMD system, four nodes are better than two, only if we do not use SMT, but using eight nodes does not buy you better performance.

There is a number of factors responsible for this dissimilar behaviour. When all threads are squeezed into a single NUMA node, they experience more resource sharing: on the Intel system they have no choice but to share the SMT pipeline and the L3 cache. Resource sharing can be contentious (where threads compete for cache space and hardware queues) or cooperative (where threads pre-fetch data for each other). Furthermore, with all the threads running on a single NUMA node,
cross-thread communication has a lower latency, because it occurs via the L3 cache, as opposed to a slower cross-chip interconnect. Apparently, the benefits of faster communication and cooperative resource sharing outweigh the cost of resource contention on the Intel system, but not on the AMD system.

The best-performing placement for a container, therefore, is difficult to predict. The problem becomes even harder if the goal is to not only pick the best-performing placement, but to achieve a trade-off between the number of used nodes and performance. Our work proposes a solution that works as follows:

**Step 1:** The user provides a simple abstract specification of the shared resources present on the target hardware. Identifying the right level of abstraction was key to being able to automatically construct models for different target systems. The abstraction we propose in this work is called scheduling concerns (§4).

**Step 2:** Using shared resource specification, our algorithm generates, for a given container size, a list of important placements – placements that will likely yield different performance on the target hardware. This step is crucial for automatically training a model: while the total number of potential placements is measured in billions (making training infeasible), the number of important placements is only a couple dozen. We introduce the concept of important placements and propose the algorithms for automatically generating them (§4).

**Step 3:** Using our script, the user trains a machine learning model for the target hardware and the target number of vCPUs (§5). Unlike prior work, we do not rely on hardware performance events (HPE) as model features. Manual selection of the right HPEs puts too much burden on the user. Automatic selection turned out to be impractical on modern machines with 1000s of HPEs. Instead, our model uses as inputs actual performance measurements obtained in two different placements. This approach makes our model-building methodology easier to port across hardware, reduces the training time and achieves higher accuracy, compared to using HPEs.

**Step 4:** The scheduler runs the virtual container in two different placements, for a couple of seconds in each, feeds their performance into the model and obtains a vector of predicted performance values in each important placement. Using this vector, the system decides what placement to use and remaps the virtual cores. Since the container needs to run in two placements, its memory may need to be migrated if these placements do not use the same NUMA nodes. We improve on memory migration in Linux and evaluate its overhead.

Our solution enables determining the best placement for a specific virtual container, but not how to interleave different containers on the same NUMA node. Some data center operators we spoke to do not interleave containers, others do, so we leave that decision up to the operator. Going back to the scenario in Fig.1 using our tools the scheduling system can quickly decide that on the Intel host it is sufficient to provide a single NUMA node for the key-value store in order to maximize its throughput. Then the remaining nodes can be used to host other containers. We believe that our techniques can be used to build scheduling systems that pack virtual containers onto physical hardware more efficiently.

Our main contribution is abstractions and methodology for constructing accurate and portable models for predicting performance of a container in various placements on NUMA systems, regardless of what shared resources are present. We evaluate it by automatically generating performance models for two different hardware systems and measuring their accuracy using cross-validation (§6). We also present a use case demonstrating how the model could be used in practice (§7).

## 2 Background and Related Work

Workload placement on multicore systems has been explored for over a decade. Early studies examined contention between single-threaded applications for a specific resource, such as the SMT instruction pipeline [25, 14], or shared caches and memory controllers [34, 12, 21, 31]. Later work extended the techniques to multi-threaded workloads and to additional resource combinations, such as SMT and shared caches [33], memory controllers and the shared interconnect [9, 18]. While laying a crucial foundation for our work, these prior techniques did not provide a general solution for reasoning about such systems. For instance, while the work of Zhuravlev et al. [34] showed us how to avoid interference for shared memory controllers and the work of Lepers et al. [18] showed us how to place applications on machines with asymmetric interconnects, we still do not know how to build a model that combines both concerns.

Techniques used in prior work did not allow for automatic combination of several models. Every model required manual design: careful selection of hardware performance events [34, 17, 18, 9, 12] or even manual crafting of artificial “probe” workloads or “Rulers” [31, 33] that must be run side-by-side with the target workloads to determine their sensitivity to contention.

Dwyer used an automated model-building methodology, where automatically selected features (from all HPEs available on the machine) were fed into a variety of machine-learning models [11]. However, the model predicted a rather simple outcome: a performance degradation when a target workload was co-scheduled with an interfering one, and not the performance in different place-
ments. Consistent with our finding that HPEs observed in a single placement are poor model features, Dwyer’s study reported rather poor prediction accuracy.

A recent system, Pandia [15] not only accurately predicts performance of different workload placements on a multicore NUMA machine, but also predicts how an application would perform with different numbers of threads. Unfortunately, to make predictions, Pandia requires performance observations of six runs with different thread counts, which is difficult to do online because most real applications cannot easily reconfigure their thread count on demand. Despite addressing many limitations of previous work, fundamentally Pandia relies on the machine-specific modelling methodology that prevents easily transferring results to other systems. Pandia’s authors capture factors that contribute to performance, such as cache contention, latency of communication, and load balancing, in a set of machine-specific equations. If the model had to be adapted to another machine, the equations would have to be manually reformulated.

We believe that investing that much effort into designing new models for every new type of hardware puts an unreasonable burden on system engineers. Instead, we sought a future-proof methodology that uses easily available information about a machine’s shared resources and automatically builds an accurate performance model.

There are two recent studies that address a different problem, but use techniques that could be adopted in our work. CherryPick [4] handles cloud configuration options, like CPU count, amount of RAM, disk speed, and network speed, but not multicore resources. CherryPick uses Bayesian optimization to minimize the number of search configurations needed and achieves high accuracy despite the non-linearity of performance. The Bayesian optimization approach could potentially work well with our goal and resources, and is a possible avenue of future work. PARIS [30] is similar to CherryPick in that it handles the same type of resources and its goal is to help cloud customers choose the correct cloud configuration. It does not abstract or handle multi-core resources.

3 Assumptions and Limitations

Identically scored placements yield identical performance. As we explain in §2.2, a placement is identified by the degree of sharing for each hardware resource, to which we refer as the score. A vector of scores identifies a placement. Placements with identical score vectors are deemed to yield identical performance for a given workload. This assumes that our machine model must be informed about all shared resources that might affect performance. Most solutions in this space also assume awareness of all shared resources. A radically different approach would be a statistical technique that searches for an optimally performing placement by trying a sufficient number of random placements [23]. Unfortunately, the best known techniques require trying thousands of placements and assume that performance in all placements fits a Generalized Pareto distribution — an assumption that does not hold in our case.

A workload is encapsulated in a virtual container. Data centers use virtualization for a variety of reasons, so this assumption dovetails with our target environment. Managed cloud environments present their offerings as a menu of virtual instances with a fixed number of vCPUs per instance (see [1], for example). As a result, we can feasibly train a separate model for each type of hardware and each vCPU count; we do not have to incorporate the effects of varying number of threads into the model, which would make it more complicated. We are not addressing the problem of finding the optimal number of threads or vCPUs for the workload; for that, users can resort to other tools [15, 26].

A NUMA node is a unit of resource allocation. Our solution predicts the performance of a container in all important placements, provided that the target container does not share NUMA nodes with other containers. Unused NUMA nodes can be safely used to run other containers without interference as long as those nodes do not share the interconnect – a condition that can be automatically checked using the machine specification. Suppose that the “best” number of NUMA nodes chosen for a container gives us more physical cores than the container needs. Then the remaining cores would be left idle if no other containers used them. Some data center operators find this acceptable, reasoning that the cost of leaving cores idle is negligible relative to missing performance targets; others contend that maximizing the utilization of physical cores is very important. Our solution does not dictate the decision. If the operator chose to interleave containers on NUMA nodes, our modeling techniques would need to be extended to provide performance predictions under interleaving. Another alternative would be to only interleave with “safe” containers, e.g., those with low CPU utilization or otherwise known to cause negligible interference. We leave the exploration of these scenarios to future work.

We consider only balanced placements. A balanced placement is one where the number of vCPUs is evenly divisible by any number of shared resource units considered for placement. For instance, if we have shared L3 caches on the system, we will only consider placements where the number of vCPUs sharing each L3 cache is equal. Uneven sharing can cause unpredictable performance effects on the workload, for example by creating

---

3Experimental results confirming this statement are available [13].
stragglers, so we choose to not model these effects.

4 Abstract machine model

A major obstacle to a solution to the placement problem is the sheer number of possible placements. For 16 virtual cores on a 64 core system, the number of possible placements is the combinations of 16 objects chosen from a set of 64, which is on the order of $10^{14}$. It is essential to exploit the symmetry in the system to reduce the number of placements to a manageable number. By this we mean that for most types of shared resources it does not matter which shared resources are being used but how much of the shared resources is available to the workload. For instance, for the workload in Fig. 1 on the AMD system, it does not matter which L3 cache it uses, all that matters is whether it has two, four or eight L3 caches at its disposal.

We tackle this with the concept of scheduling concerns. A single scheduling concern is responsible for a single hardware resource, or an inseparable set of hardware resources that affect the performance of vCPU placements. The primary purpose of a scheduling concern is to provide a numerical score when given a vCPU placement. The score represents the static utilization of the particular resource, meaning that it only depends on the vCPU placement, not the dynamic behavior of a workload. A simple example is an “L2 cache” resource. If in a given placement all the virtual cores share a single L2 cache, the score for the L2 cache scheduling concern will be equal to one. If in another placement the cores are spread over two L2 caches, the score will be equal to two, and so on. So, two placements might use completely different NUMA nodes and physical cores, but if they use the same number of L2 caches then they will both have the same L2 cache score. From the vantage point of the L2 cache, these placements will be identical in terms of performance. For non-symmetrical resources, such as the cross-chip interconnect on some systems, instead of counting how many links are used by a placement in order to obtain the score, we would add up the total available bandwidth of all links used by a placement. A vector of numeric scores for all scheduling concerns uniquely identifies each placement that is distinct with respect to sharing of resources. Placements with identical vectors are deemed identical with respect to resource sharing, so we can discard the duplicates when training our model.

By considering only the placements with distinct score vectors, we substantially reduce the space of relevant placements and make the problem tractable.

There are two additional pieces of information a scheduling concern needs in order to identify the important placements. The first is whether the concern’s score is proportional to the user’s cost, which is the case for resources like NUMA nodes because fewer nodes (lower score) means more containers can be packed onto a system. If a lower score for a resource only meant worse performance, we could simply discard placements with a lower score for that resource (all other scores being equal) from our list of important placements. But since we want users to be able to make cost-performance trade-offs, placements with lower scores but potentially lower cost could still be relevant. The second piece of information needed by a scheduling concern is whether the resource encompassed by a concern can ever have an inverse relationship with performance. For some resources, like the L2 cache, a higher score is usually better, but for some workloads such as those showing cooperative cache sharing, a smaller score (using fewer L2 caches) may actually improve performance. For other resources, like the shared interconnect described below, a lower score will never improve performance and would not result in a lower cost for the user, so we can safely ignore placements with lower scores when all else is equal.

In practice, a single scheduling concern may cover multiple shared resources because some resources are inseparable with respect to thread placement. Threads sharing a physical core via SMT typically share a cache, the instruction front-end, and functional units. In cases like this, a single scheduling concern is still sufficient.

Our AMD system (Fig. 2) has multiple NUMA nodes, an asymmetric interconnect, and a form of SMT. For this system we developed the scheduling concerns shown in Table 1. For the L2/SMT and L3 concerns, the score for a particular placement can be calculated directly from information provided by the operating system. The OS also provides information on the interconnect topology, but it is simpler and more accurate to measure the aggregate bandwidth with a benchmark (e.g. stream [20]) for each possible combination of nodes.

For example, for a 16-vCPU container in an eight-node placement without SMT the score vector for the AMD system is [16, 8, 35000], because this placement uses 16 L2 caches (16 hardware threads, one per cache), eight L3 caches (8 nodes) and has an IC bandwidth of 35GB/s. For the same placement, but with SMT, the score vector would be [8, 8, 35000], because on each node two hardware threads would be collocated on the same L2 cache, so we would use half the L2 caches than in the case without SMT.

Each concern is relatively easy to implement, and can be developed independently. Since it does not require a performance expert, we envision the specification of concerns being provided as part of system BIOS. Over-
Figure 2: The two systems used in our study. The first is a quad AMD Opteron 6272. It has eight NUMA nodes (schematically shown in Figure 2a) connected with an asymmetric interconnect (Figure 2b) and a total of 64 cores. Pairs of cores share the instruction front-end, L2 cache, and floating point units. The second system is a quad Intel Xeon E7-4830 v3 with four NUMA nodes (Figure 2c) and 96 hardware threads (12 physical cores per node with SMT). The interconnect (not shown) is symmetric.

Table 1: Scheduling concerns used on our AMD test system (shown in Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concern</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Resources</th>
<th>Cost?</th>
<th>Inverse Perf Possible?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L2/SMT</td>
<td>Number of L2 caches in use</td>
<td>L2 cache, instruction fetch and decode, and floating point units</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>Number of L3 caches in use</td>
<td>L3 cache, memory controller, and bandwidth to DRAM</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interconnect</td>
<td>Aggregate bandwidth between nodes in use</td>
<td>Interconnect bandwidth</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

all, we found scheduling concerns to be a powerful abstraction that enables encoding shared resources on a variety of hardware and makes the model easy to port to new hardware.

Next, from the concerns and hardware topology we need to derive the important placements. An important placement must have a score that ensures it satisfies three properties: (1) conform to our balanced assumption, (2) be feasible: i.e., not assign more than one vCPU to a single hardware thread, and (3) not be superseded by a strictly better placement.

Given a score \( s \) and the number of vCPUs \( v \), the balance property is encoded as \( v \mod s = 0 \), and the feasibility property is encoded as \( v/s \leq \text{Capacity} \), where capacity is the number of hardware threads available in a single instance of the resource if applicable: e.g., there are eight hardware threads per L3 cache on our AMD test system. We also define the Count of a concern as the total number of that resource on the system, so our AMD test system has an L2 Count of 32 for example. The first step in generating important placements is generating the possible scores that satisfy the balance and feasibility requirements individually. This is done for each scheduling concern that can affect cost or have an inverse relationship with performance. For our AMD test system this step is shown in Algorithm 1.

Now that we have all balanced and feasible placements, and before filtering the duplicates, we need to enumerate all possible placements whose performance the scheduler might want to predict if more than one container were running on the system. For example, suppose that after placing one container onto two nodes on the system, the scheduler might want to place other containers on the remaining nodes, so it should be able to predict the performance on any combination of those nodes. Therefore, we must keep track of possible placements on those remaining nodes in order to properly train the model. The packings are generated with a recursive method shown in Algorithm 2. On our AMD system, we use the L3 scores because the L3 scheduling concern corresponds to NUMA nodes, and NUMA nodes are our unit of resource allocation (see §3).

Next, as shown in Algorithm 3, packings that are duplicates and packings that are not Pareto-efficient with respect to the interconnect score are filtered out (since the interconnect concern does not affect cost and cannot have an inverse relationship with performance). Because the L2 and L3 scores can affect cost or have an inverse relationship with performance, placements are not filtered based on them.

As an example of a Pareto-efficient packing, on our AMD system we need to keep the 4-node placement that...
uses nodes \( \{2, 3, 4, 5\} \) because it is the 4-node placement with the highest interconnect score. Therefore the placement using nodes \( \{0, 1, 6, 7\} \) is also an important placement and will be kept because it is the placement that can be packed with the best 4-node placement. Continuing, suppose that we consider a 4-node placement that uses nodes \( \{0, 1, 4, 5\} \). If we were to use this placement at runtime, the remaining set of four nodes, potentially used for another workload, is \( \{2, 3, 6, 7\} \). Both of these placements have poor interconnect scores, in part because there is a two-hop distance between nodes \( \{0, 5\} \) and nodes \( \{3, 6\} \). Instead, we can pack the machine with a better combination of 4-node placements: \( \{0, 2, 4, 6\} \) and \( \{1, 3, 5, 7\} \). Using this observation, the vectors for placements \( \{0, 2, 4, 6\} \) and \( \{1, 3, 5, 7\} \) will be kept over the worse pair of 4-node placements.

After this process is complete, we are left with the important placements. For our AMD system we have 13 of them: two 8-node placements (one sharing L2 caches and one not), three 2-node placements (with the best and second-best interconnect score, and one placement used to pack when specific 4-node placements are used), and eight 4-node placements (half sharing L2 caches, half not, and various interconnect scores relevant for packing). Our Intel test system (Fig. 2), on the other hand, only uses an L2/SMT concern and an L3 concern. With 24 virtual cores per container, it has seven important placements which are all of the placements that satisfy the balance and feasibility constraints: a one node placement sharing L2 caches, two 2-node placements, two 3-node placements, and two 4-node placements.

5 Performance Predictions

Automatic model-building techniques learn how to map a set of features describing data to a predicted outcome.
The outcome we would like to model is a vector of performance values in all important placements, relative to a baseline placement. For example, if there are three important placements, and the performance in the second and third is 20% and 30% better than that in the first baseline placement, the performance vector will be: [1.0, 0.8, 0.7]. Our data elements are executions of workloads in different placements, and the features are some metrics describing the execution.

Model-building methodology and feature selection. To build a model, we use a multi-output Random Forest regressor (RF). RF is a machine learning technique known for its ability to learn non-linear functions with very little or no tuning. More complex techniques, like deep neural networks, can yield slightly higher accuracy, but require substantial tuning and are prone to overfitting, especially if not given the “right” features.

Any modelling technique requires predictive input features. Feature selection turned out to be a challenge. In the past, to model performance on multicore systems, researchers used hardware performance events as inputs to the model. In most cases, the HPEs were selected manually, which required substantial insight into the intricacies of hardware architecture and its effects on software. Our goal was to make model training automatic, so manual HPE selection was not an option. Automatic selection, on the other hand, turned out to be impractical.

Modern machines have many hundreds of HPEs, some more than 1000 [32]. Automatic feature selection would measure all HPEs during training and use feature selection to identify the best predictors. Only four HPEs can be measured at a time, because there is usually only four hardware counter registers, so measuring all the HPEs for the entire training set can take weeks (66 days on our Intel machine), even if we use sampling.

In an effort to find an acceptable compromise, we first used a combination of the manual and automatic approaches. We started with a set of plausible features (41 HPEs on the Intel test system and 25 the AMD) covering cache, memory, TLB, interconnect, and pipeline behaviour, which are metrics commonly used in similar work. We then used Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) to pick the best ones. The final RF model would take a vector of selected HPEs observed in a single baseline placement as the input and produce the performance vector as the output. Even after this rigorous feature selection process, we were not happy with the accuracy (see [6]).

Finally, we designed a solution that is more robust, requires little training time, and is largely automatic. Instead of relying on HPEs describing various architectural events, we rely on observations of actual performance in two different configurations from the set of important placements. Performance can be measured using instructions per cycle (IPC), transactions per second, or any other application-specific metric – the only requirement is that it must be possible to obtain this metric online. Specifying the performance metric for a container is the only manual part of the process. Beyond that, the training process automatically finds the two of the important placements that give the highest accuracy when used as inputs to the model. The final model takes as inputs the performance observations in these two placements and outputs the predicted performance vector. A separate model is trained for each number of vCPUs used in virtual containers.

The downside of this approach is that at runtime we have to run the container in two placements instead of one before obtaining the predictions, but the advantage is that the predictions are more accurate and we do not have to use the time-consuming feature selection process for each new target hardware.

Why do performance observations have good predictive ability? Empirical evidence suggests that workloads naturally fall into several categories, according to the shapes of their performance vectors. Figure 3 shows two example categories on the Intel system. As we can see, the vectors within the category are almost identical, but the vectors in different categories are very distinct.

To generate these categories we used k-means clustering. To automatically determine the best value for k, we select the k that maximizes the average Silhouette coefficient [24] over all data points, which is the standard practice in the field. This clustering method produced six categories on our systems (full results are reported in [13]). This suggests that workloads may naturally form distinct categories depending on their performance trends. For example, workloads that are not memory intensive and are not adversely affected by sharing SMT contexts could belong to the same category (where thread placement does not matter). Another category could be one where using fewer NUMA nodes and fewer physical cores greatly hurts performance, and so on. Then there is no surprise that a ML model could quickly narrow down the category, and hence the shape of the per-
formance vector, from two observations of performance.

6 Evaluation

In this section we focus on evaluating the accuracy of predictions. Since our training method does not require automatic feature selection, training the model takes seconds. The algorithms used to determine important placements also run in a matter of seconds. The inference time is negligible (milliseconds).

We had three model variants to compare: the first one used as inputs the actual performance measurements observed in two important placements, the second used only the HPEs observed in a single placement, the third used both. The third variant did not improve accuracy over the first one, so we do not include the data for it.

The set of applications we experimented with are drawn from the NAS Parallel Benchmarks suite [6], Parsec suite [7], the Metis map-reduce benchmarks [19], and BLAST [5]. Also included are the Linux kernel compile gcc benchmark, two Spark graph workloads, TPC-C [28] and TPC-H [29] on Postgres and a WiredTiger [3] BTree benchmark. Workloads were run using 1xe containers and configured to use 16 vCPUs on the AMD system and 24 vCPUs on the Intel system (Fig. 2). Within containers, the number of application threads is set so as to achieve >70% CPU utilization on each core, typical of what is done in practice.

Figure 4 show the actual and predicted performance for each workload for important placements on the AMD and Intel systems. The x-axis shows the IDs of the important placements, numbered 1–13 on the AMD system and 1–7 on the Intel system. The y-axis shows the performance in the placements relative to the baseline. Placement #1 was used as the baseline for the AMD system, and placement #2 for the Intel system – the baseline placement can be any of the two placements whose performance is required as the input to the model.

The results are per-application cross-validated. For example, when training the model that will be used for predicting a Spark workload neither the data from spark-cc (a Spark connected components algorithm run on the LiveJournal database) nor spark-pr-lj (a PageRank algorithm run on the LiveJournal database) is included in the training. We cross-validated every workload, but for space constraints we omit the results for most of the NAS and Parsec benchmarks. The results are qualitatively similar to others and we are happy to provide them upon request.

Overall the accuracy when using only the actual performance measurements as model features is high. The predicted performance is within 4.4% of actual on average on the AMD system, and within 6.6% on Intel. A couple of exceptions are the cases where the training set did not include any workloads that behaved similarly to the predicted benchmark, for example kmeans on the AMD system, which was the only benchmark in our training set that preferred SMT, or canneal on Intel.

Prediction accuracy when using only the HPEs from a single placement was a lot less reliable. On the AMD system it produced good results overall, but the accuracy was still noticeably worse compared to the model variant that relied only on actual performance measurement. On Intel the model relying only on HPEs produced many poor predictions. It completely missed the performance trend for ft.C and freqmine, produced errors of over 40% for kmeans and WTbtree, and is noticeably worse for several other workloads.

An example of why HPEs observed in a single placement could have poor predictive power, and one of the reasons why the Intel system produced worse predictions, is predicting the effect of inter-thread communication latency. There is a huge latency difference for communication between a single-node placement and placements including more than one node. For some applications, reduced inter-thread communication latency when all threads are running on a single node has a major performance impact, as is the case for WTbtree. Separating the sensitivity to latency from overall memory intensiveness (which can be measured by the cache miss rate) is difficult to do with HPEs. Similarly, it is also very difficult to determine if a workload’s working set will fit in a given number of L3 caches by only measuring HPEs on a single placement. We conclude that using actual performance observations as model features is likely to produce higher accuracy, in addition to being a more practical method of training the model, than using selected architectural events.

7 Using the model in practice

There are many ways in which data center operators can use our model. To illustrate one potential use case we set up a scenario, where the user would like to pack as many instances of a given virtual container into a physical server while respecting a performance target. For demonstration of the complete solution we implemented its prototype (covering steps 1-4 in §). To assess the overheads, we measure the costs of container migration.

We use virtual containers of three types: WiredTiger running a B-tree search workload, Postgres running TPC-H, and Spark running PageRank on a LiveJournal database. For clarity, we present the results of homogeneous configurations, where many containers of the same type are packed into each system. Performance results with our model in heterogeneous configurations can be inferred from these figures, because different containers collocated on the same system do not interfere with our approach. Actual data can be provided upon request.
Figure 4: Accuracy of predictions.
The performance goal can be specified in terms of an application-level metric such as transactions per second or a generic metric such as instructions-per-cycle. The placement policy is agnostic to the metric used and only requires that the application make this metric available at runtime. For simplicity, we set the performance goals to correspond to 90%, 100% and 110% of the performance observed in the baseline placement.

We compare four hypothetical container placement policies. The first policy, referred to as ML, is based on our techniques. It decides how many nodes to allocate to the container based on performance observations in two placements and the model presented in the previous section. It runs the workload in two placements during the first few seconds of the execution without interrupting the workload, and then migrates it into the best predicted placement. To separate various aspects of performance, the results shown here do not include the migration overhead; it is studied separately in the next section. The second policy, Conservative, is a naïve policy that allocates the entire machine to each instance, allowing only one instance per machine. The third policy, Aggressive, is another simple policy that fills the system with as many instances as possible, maximizing machine utilization at the risk of performance violations. For example, our AMD system allows up to four 16-core instances and our Intel system up to four 24-core instances. Neither Conservative nor Aggressive pin vCPUs to cores, allowing Linux to perform the mapping in the way it wishes, and possibly creating unneeded contention. We also evaluate a more sophisticated fourth policy, Smart-Aggressive. This policy is similar to Aggressive, except each instance is pinned to the best minimum set of nodes, which we define as having the highest interconnect bandwidth. This policy requires an analysis of the interconnect topology in order to find the correct set of nodes.

We could not make a fair comparison to any other method presented in earlier work. As we explained in [2], most earlier models targeted very different systems and most did not predict performance vectors, so we could not apply them directly.

We evaluate the policies by measuring how many instances of the same workload they were able to pack per machine (higher is better) and the degree of violation of the performance goal as the percent of the target (lower is better). All workloads were run using lxc containers and configured to use 16 vCPUs on the AMD system and 24 vCPUs on the Intel system. Figures 5 show the results for the three container types. The bars show the number of instances packed (left y-axis), while the “stars” shows the deviation from the target performance goal, expressed as percentage (right y-axis).

The ML policy always meets the performance goal while in most cases packing more instances per machine than the conservative scheduler. The conservative policy almost always packs fewer instances per machine than ML, but also, surprisingly, may cause performance target violations, because Linux may map vCPUs unevenly to shared resources, causing unnecessary contention.

The aggressive policy packs a maximum possible number of containers per machine, at the cost of performance target violations, up to 46% with WiredTiger on AMD, and 43% with Spark on Intel. It is surprising that even when the aggressive policy packs the same num-
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Figure 5: Instances per machine (left y-axis, higher is better) and % performance goal violation (right y-axis, lower is better).
ber of containers per machine as the model-based policy, it still often reports a higher violation percent. That is because this policy allows virtual containers to share NUMA nodes. Smart-aggressive addresses this shortcoming, but even that policy can cause performance violations (e.g., 20% for WiredTiger on AMD), because it does not take into account all ways in which workload placement might affect performance.

**Memory migration overhead.** Memory migration in Linux is known to be inefficient [18]. Since we need to measure the performance of workloads in two or three configurations, fast memory migration is needed in that phase to reduce overheads. Lepers et al. [18] propose a method that freezes the application and migrates pages with concurrent worker threads. We improve on this by migrating the page cache and reducing locking overhead. Table 2 shows migration times for the workloads of §5. We observed similar results on the Intel system. Note that page cache migration time is counted with our method only since Default Linux doesn’t support it – and yet, it can be a large part of migrations overhead (93% with BLAST, 75% with TPC-C and 62% on TPC-H). We are able to migrate a large amount of memory in a few seconds, usually one order of magnitude faster than Default Linux (38× faster for Spark). Linux is especially inefficient for workloads with many processes such as TPC-C, since it has per-task overhead linked to updating the cpuset at each migration.

A drawback of our method is that it requires freezing the container during migration in order to reduce contention on some critical kernel locks. It is therefore suitable for non-latency-sensitive workloads. For latency-sensitive workloads, we have the option of not freezing the container and to instead throttle the bandwidth given to the migration process so as to reduce the impact on the running application. Thus, the migration takes more time but with a smaller impact on the running container. Using this method, the overhead of migration for the WiredTiger workload is between 3% and 6%, and the migration takes 60 seconds. In comparison, Linux takes 43.8 seconds, has a overhead of 20% at best and completely freezes the applications for several seconds. It also does not migrate the page cache.

Overall, we observe that the migration overhead is proportional to the amount of memory used by the container, except in cases with extremely high thread counts. Using the container’s memory footprint, the user can estimate whether the migration cost warrants an online deployment of the placement algorithm, or if it is preferable to use it offline for placement of recurring jobs.
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**Table 2:** Migration performance on the AMD system, compared to the default Linux migration method. The amount of memory includes processes’ memory and the page cache associated with the container.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Memory (GB)</th>
<th>Fast Linux (s)</th>
<th>Default Linux (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLAST</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>canneal</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluidanimate</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freqmine</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gce</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kmeans</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pca</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postgres-tpch</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>117.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>postgres-tpcc</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>431.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spark-cc</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>139.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spark-pr-lj</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>137.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>streamcluster</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swaptions</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ft.C</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>19.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dc.B</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wc</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wr</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTbtree</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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8 Conclusion

Modern multicore systems have a complex hierarchy of shared resources and performance can vary wildly depending on how virtual CPUs are mapped to hardware contexts. Operators waste resources and money by using conservative and sub-optimal placement policies. We have shown a solution to this problem using a methodology to abstract a system’s shared resources, identify important placements, and predict their performance. Our method can lead to very significant advantages in machine utilization while keeping performance guarantees.

CPU architecture is continually changing, often by sharing resources between cores in new ways, in order to continue scaling the core count. AMD’s newly introduced Zen architecture [8] has L3 cache sharing separate from sharing the memory controller. Intel’s Haswell-E architecture has asymmetric links between NUMA nodes through its cluster-on-die feature [22], which has unique performance implications different from other asymmetric architectures. The flexibility of our methods means that they can be used on systems like these or future architectures without significant retooling by an expert.
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6 We picked WiredTiger for this evaluation since other the other workloads we use don’t report the evolution of performance during the execution.

